Uva Halpewatte Tea Factory
DISCOVER A NEW WORLD OF CEYLON TEA

www.halpete.com

“Family Business Since 1980”
Welcome to Uva Halpewatte Tea Factory and Halpé Tea

Founder of Halpé Tea, Mr. A. P. D. Abeyrathne, acknowledged his commitment to tea in 1971 when he acquired the Uva Halpewatte Tea Factory and Greenland tea estate, once owned by a British national. Since then, with great diligence and empathy towards a growing clientele, he has been of service to many people around the world, producing some of the freshest and finest Ceylon tea. Nearly three decades later, today he is joined by his beloved wife and three sons who all share the same passion and commitment towards producing a perfect cup of tea for the benefit of multitudes of tea fanatics around the world. Still a family business at heart, Halpewatte tea continues to lay its focus beyond mere commercial gain, with a devotion to produce the best of tea with a personal touch of care and a great detail of quality.

For over 35 years, Halpé has been producing some of the most distinctively delicious tea leaves hailing from Ceylon. Our ardent devotion to tea has helped us emerge as the number one tea factory in Sri Lanka’s Uva region: an area renowned for its uniquely flavoursome tea. Our commitment towards ensuring the highest standards in manufacturing have won us a host of accolades for consistency in product quality. We currently export our very own, factory fresh, unblended teas manufactured with hand-picked tea buds grown in our very own well-maintained tea plantations.

Our philosophy of tea is built on the simple concept that everyone deserves to enjoy a wholesome cup of tea, made according to a trusted production process that assures highest quality of output. We are governed by a few fundamental principles that enable us to successfully deliver upon this philosophy.

Our Specialty:

- Single Origin pure Ceylon tea: We are a vertically integrated operation, where our teas are plucked from our very own plantations (hence able to ensure the highest standards of quality in all our products), then manufactured and sold directly without the involvement of intermediaries.

- We do not store our teas in warehouses for too long thus we ensure the freshness and real taste of our teas.

- We do not lower the quality of tea by blending with teas obtained from other sources. Our tea is provided ‘as it is’.

- Lion logo of quality: Halpé tea is a proud bearer of the Lion logo, a symbol of quality granted by the Sri Lanka Tea Board, the apex body, regulating the tea industry in Sri Lanka. The Lion logo therefore, epitomizes the high level of quality of our products.

- If our buyers wish to source tea from a particular region or a factory (Eg: Nuwara Eliya, Dimbula, etc), we are geared to source such requirements directly eliminating the involvement of intermediaries thus saving unnecessary costs and time.

Uva Halpewatte Estates Pvt Ltd, with its diversified constituents provides a range of services to a wide clientele. The companies within the Uva Halpewatte Estates Group (UHE Group) are:

- Uva Halpewatte tea factory in Bandarawela, Sri Lanka (specializes in medium grown teas-largest manufacturer by quantity of pure Ceylon tea in Uva province of Sri Lanka)

- UHE Exports Office in Colombo – managing the direct delivery of goods worldwide. www.halpetea.com

- Uva Greenlands estate in Ella (Nanunukula road), Sri Lanka - The largest privately owned green leaf supplier/producer in Uva province of Sri Lanka

- Uva Halpe estate plantations in Hela Halpe, Bandarawela , Sri Lanka - Factory owned private tea plantation

- 98 Acres Resort, Ella – An eco-friendly, boutique hotel located at a picturesque 98 acre tea plantation, overlooking a scenic hillside. www.resort98acres.com

- Secrets Hotels – A luxury boutique hotel chain operating in Sri Lanka’s Ella, Kandy and Yala cities. www.thesecretshotels.com
FEATURED TEA COLLECTION

The hand-picked selection of tea, coming from our very own plantations is processed with absolute care and scrutiny. In an effort to give you the finest in variety and flavour, we strive to maintain its natural tang mutable only with the soil and climate conditions. Our tea collection is therefore a perfect combination of pure nature and novelty.

Uva Seasonal Teas

Uva Seasonal Tea range is produced with tea leaves hand-picked from our own tea estates with supreme climate conditions in Sri Lanka’s Uva province. Such favourable conditions are rare and sporadic; occurring only in particular years, during the months of July and August. The limited produce harvested during this season embodies a characteristic trace of natural minty bitter flavour and a golden tint that are unique to the climatic conditions of Uva. Our Uva Seasonal Limited Edition Tea will grant you a truly deluxe experience of brilliant taste and grandeur.

The tea leaves are assured of the finest quality as they are grown and hand-picked from our ‘Uva Greenland’ estate tea gardens and processed at our very own Uva Halpewatte Tea factory under the extreme care of industry experts; in an automated processing plant with minimal human contact, guaranteeing the best of hygiene.

Seasonal PEKOE (100)  Seasonal FBOP (101)  Seasonal BOP (102)  Seasonal BOPF (103)
Gift Product Range

Gift of tea is one sure way to delight and impress a loved one or even an important business patron. Our range of gift packs are authentic and Sri Lankan in design, giving you the opportunity to present the finest of Ceylon tea blended with the exquisite touch of Sri Lankan tradition. Furthermore, with every purchase of a handcrafted Ceylon tea; you will not only be putting a smile on the face of the recipient but will also be contributing towards up keeping the livelihood of a rather deprived local craftsman in Sri Lanka. Our unique gift packs come in a variety of designs that reflects the cultural grandeur and opulence of Sri Lanka.

- Porcelain Elephant (104)
- Hand-Made Round Brass Large (105)
- Hand-Made Round Brass Small (106)
- Ceramic Tea Jar (107)
- Hand-Made Square Brass (108)
- Porcelain Heart Rose Petals (109)
- Porcelain Heart Chocolate & Mint (110)
- Train Wooden Boxes (50g-(111) & 100g-(112))

Tea Bags

Our all-natural, degradable paper tea bags and pyramid tea bags with custom tea blends are an environmentally friendly alternative to disposable tea bags. The variety of single origin black tea and flavoured tea, made with the finest of Ceylon black tea will guarantee an invigorating tea experience. Our range of tea bags include industrial design certified hand made tea bags, luxury pyramid tea bags and bio degradable standard tea bags.

- 100 Tea Bags x 2g (113)
- 50 Tea Bags x 2g (114)
- 25 Tea Bags x 2g (115)
- 20 Pyramid Tea Bags x 2g (116)

www.halpetea.com
Exceptional Tea Collection

The exceptional tea collection unites the allure and grandeur of exclusive blends and single origin teas; made of rich flavour combinations that offer a fresh taste perspective to the daring tea drinkers. The exceptional collection is an invitation for you to become adventurous with your cup while indulging in a fulfilling tea experience. The tea leaves are assured of the finest quality, as they are grown in our very own tea gardens at Halpé tea and are processed under the extreme care of industry experts. The supplementing ingredients are sourced from high quality growers of fruits and herbs and packed in an automated processing plant with minimal human contact, guaranteeing the best of hygiene.

Herbal Nirwana Tea (LT-117/PT-117A)
Black Tea Chocomint (LT-118/PT-118A)
Green Tea Extravaganza (LT-119/PT-119A)
Black Tea FFEXSP (LT-120/PT-120A)
Enveloped Tea Bags 4 in One (121) English Breakfast/Earl Grey/Green Tea Jasmine/Ceylon Chai

Sustainable Tea Collection

Concern for conservation is the ethos embedded in Halpé Tea. We understand that the comfort of knowing that your cup of tea is prepared and delivered to you with minimum impact on the environment is of utmost importance to you. Therefore, we have aligned our processes to meet environmental safety standards, while the plantations are maintained to ensure preservation of a balanced ecology. We are an Ozone certified tea company as well as an active participant of the ‘Ethical Tea Partnership’. Apart from this we have taken a step forward to also offer a range of sustainable packaging options in a bid to bring the best of Ceylon tea in the most eco-friendly manner to your doorstep. Our sustainable tea collection include single origin loose black tea leaves packed in bio-degradable packaging that include paper bags, composite canisters, paper sacks, reed boxes, ‘Forest Stewardship Council’ certified paper board cartons as well as industrial design certified (patented) hand made tea bags.

Black Tea with Coffee Blend (122)
Black Tea with Earl Grey (123)
Mini Tea Paper Sack (124)
Paper Bag (125)
Reed Box Hand Made Tea Bags (126)
Vanister box (127)
Organic, Green Tea and Luxury Tea Collection

Our elite range of teas incorporate the luxurious taste of premium Ceylon teas with the distinction of best-in-class production processes. This range comprises the organic and green teas that deliver a multitude of globally-acknowledged health benefits to its drinkers; along with the prestigious Silver Tips and Golden Tips tea variants that are known to offer the highest amount of antioxidants and deliver the best tea experience with its fine grandeur and taste. These high-end ranges of authentic black, green and white teas are assured of the finest quality under great care of industry experts at the Halpé Tea.

![Image of tea packaging examples]

Organic PEKOE (131)  Green Tea YH (130)  Green Tea Pyramid Tea Bags (132)  Golden Tips (128)  Silver Tips (129)

Natural Fruit Tea Collection

At Halpé teas we believe in delivering a truly enjoyable tea experience to all our valued clients; connoisseurs and novices alike. Within our expansive range of fruit blends you are sure to find a flavour that would complement and enhance your personal tea experience. From energetic citrus flavours to sweet berry, we have introduced a novel range of infusions for you to mix, match and experiment with; it’s an invitation for you to become adventurous with your cup while indulging in a fulfilling tea experience.

![Image of tea packaging examples]

Blueberry Tea (133)  Blackcurrent Tea (134)  Strawberry Tea (135)  Peach Tea (136)
Natural Herbal Tea Collection

Our mild tasting herbal tea range is designed to offer you a gentle and refreshing tea experience. This soothing tea range brings a blend of a variety of light floral flavours and fragrances that are designed to soothe your mind, body and soul. The novel tea range is an invitation for you to unwind and relax with your cup while indulging in a truly gratifying tea experience.

Bulk Tea

We produce a number of varieties of black tea made to the finest quality. Coming from our very own plantations, the tea is processed and packaged in our state-of-the-art factory, under scrutiny of experts. The bulk range of teas can be obtained in quantities of your choice and may even be sold under your very own brand name. This range of teas are coded by their generic names given by the ‘tea grading’. In tea industry, ‘tea leaf grading’ is the process of evaluating products based on the quality and condition of the tea leaves. The larger grades are referred to as OP category and the smaller/finer ones are referred to as ‘Fannings’ or ‘Dust’ category.


ISO 22000:2005 Certified Tea Factory and Participant of Ethical Tea Partnership

Halpé Tea Head Office:
UHE exports
# 326, Deans Road, Colombo 10. Sri Lanka.
eranda@halpetea.com, exports@halpetea.com
Mob +94773662366
Tel +94117635371, Fax +94 117635370

Halpé Tea Factory & Estates:
Uva Halpewatte Tea factory
Badulla Road, Hela Halpe, Uva, Sri Lanka.
info@halpetea.com
Tel/Fax +94 57 2228530
www.halpetea.com